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The Ballad of Mulan



This month we’re working on engraving the Ballad 
of Mulan (木蘭辭) in the original text, which was 

written nearly 1,500 years ago, in traditional Chinese 
characters on wood. Later I’ll point you to various 
English translations and my comments on them.  

It’ll be a nice little gift for daughters or sons or 
anyone interested in poetry or the legend of Mulan!
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Bill Gates has said that he had to memorize the 
Sermon on the Mount as a child and that he still has 
it memorized. I wish I could do that! For me, I had 

to memorize the almost 400-character Ballad of 
Mulan in 7th grade and I still remember it and like it.
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The Name Mulan



The legendary name 木蘭 (mù lán) is literally  
wood (木, mù) and orchid (蘭, lán).  

Wood is typically perceived as masculine  
and orchid, feminine.  

Magnolia is also 木蘭 (mù lán) in Chinese. 
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The Chinese character 男 (nán), meaning male,  
sounds similar to the 蘭 (lán) in Mùlán.  

If you put together the homophone character of  
wood (木, mù), 募 (mù), meaning recruit or enlist, and 

男 (nán), male, you’ll get 募男 (mù nán),  
meaning recruiting men.
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If you put together a different homophone character of 
wood (木, mù), 慕 (mù), meaning admire or yearn,  

and 男 (nán), male, you’ll get 慕男 (mù nán),  
which can be interpreted as wishing there was a man,  
as in the story in which Mulan has no elder brother  

to serve in her father’s place.
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Ireland



Ireland is transliterated as 愛爾蘭  
(simplified Chinese: 爱尔兰, ài ěr lán).  

愛 (ài) means love. This seems fitting because a 
shamrock looks like three hearts to me.  
爾 (ěr) can mean you, this, or thus.  
蘭 (lán) means orchid.
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Good Names Pay



You (or your clients) can make good money licensing 
names without the risk of heavy investing and 

personally visiting unfamiliar territories. For China and 
Taiwan, you need to register not only your English 

trademarks, but also their Chinese versions because you 
want full control. Talk to your IP attorneys.  

If the Chinese versions don’t yet exist, it’s time to create 
them. Talk to Good Characters.
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Frost on Top of Snow



On December 21st of last year I wrote that the character 
for 2019 for China should be 瘟 (wēn), meaning plague, 

because of the swine disease instead of 穩 (wěn), 
meaning stable, as chosen by the officials in China. 

Unfortunately, the situation in China went from bad to 
worse. On top of the swine plague, now there’s  

another epidemic, this time for humans.
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The Chinese idiom that describes something like this is 
雪上加霜 (xuě shàng jiā shuāng), literally  

snow, on top of, plus, and frost, literally meaning frost on 
top of snow, meaning making matters worse. 
It’s hard to imagine how terrible life is where  
tens of millions of people are on lockdown.  

I hope things improve really soon.
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Lost in Translation



I grabbed English and Chinese brochures at Fort Point 
National Historic Site in San Francisco when I visited last 

month. I finally have time to look at them. The Chinese 
translation is literal and machine-like, not very good. And 

there’s one mistranslation just in the two paragraphs I 
looked at. The “. . . park hours of operation. . .” was 

mistranslated as “parking hours.”
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I’d really like to help the park improve the brochure. 
What made me start Good Characters was  

precisely this type of thing. I was tired of seeing  
mediocre and bad Chinese translations.  

If you want to do something, make it good.
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Nafuda



I am prototyping a version of nafuda (name plate) and 
nafudakake (name plate rack). I’m thinking about using 

small magnets to keep name plates in place on the board. 
Do you have a nafudakake in your dojo or office?
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Can You Find Love?



The following slide shows 7 cards, each printed with 
a different Chinese character that is  

pronounced “ài,” just like “eye” in English.  
The pronunciation is identical to that of the word 

for love in Mandarin Chinese, but only one of  
the characters truly means love.
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If you don’t know Chinese, can you take a wild guess 
and scan the QR code to see if you get it right?
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The iPhone camera has a build-in QR code reader. 
So just point your camera to the QR code under the 

Chinese character on the card as if you’re going to 
take a picture. You’ll then see a prompt on your 

phone that shows you the meaning in English. The 
message is embedded in the QR code and your 

phone doesn’t need to go online to retrieve it.
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What’s in A Name? Rose?



What’s in a name? That which we call a méi guī (玫瑰) 
by any other Chinese name would not sound as sweet. 

There are more than three Chinese names associated 
with the general term rose: 

玫瑰 (méi guī), 薔薇 (qiáng wēi), and 月季 (yuè jì)
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If you type these (玫瑰, 薔薇, 月季) into Google 
Translate, you’ll get rose, rose, and rose. 

Most rose species are native to Asia, with smaller 
numbers native to Europe, North America, and 

northwestern Africa. Some experts say Rosa chinensis, 
commonly known as Chinese rose, is the class of rose 

upon which modern roses were built. Rosa chinensis is 
technically 月季 (yuè jì), but many people prefer the 

name 玫瑰 (méi guī) because it sounds better.
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If one wants to get to the nitty-gritty, there are 
differences among 玫瑰 (méi guī), 薔薇 (qiáng 
wēi), and 月季 (yuè jì) roses. But for all general 

intents and purposes, people just want to  
call it 玫瑰 (méi guī).
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Is there Chinese or Japanese  
Valentine’s Day?



One special day many are waiting for and probably 
many more are stressed about this month is 

February 14th . . . Valentine’s Day. 

The Japanese have a custom for this day different 
from what we practice in the U.S.
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In Japan, Valentine’s Day is typically observed by girls 
and women presenting chocolate gifts, usually to 
boys or men, as an expression of love, courtesy, or 
social obligation. And on White Day, March 14,  

one month after Valentine’s Day, the reverse 
happens; men are expected to return  

the favor by giving gifts to girls.
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The Chinese have an older observance related to 
lovers; it’s called “The Night of Sevens” (七夕),  aka 
“Chinese Valentine’s Day.” and occurs on the seventh 

day of the seventh month of the lunar calendar. 

That day will be on August 25 this year.
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Mandarin Monday



Post on Instagram and tag @goodcharacters or privately 
notify us of something related to your writing, drawing, 

speaking, or acting something in Mandarin/Chinese  
on Mondays of your time zone. For every cumulative  

10 posts we will send a mystery gift by mail to you  
anywhere in the world totally free. Use this as your  
motivation to create a Monday learning routine!  

We at Good Characters want to be your  
support partner in life-long learning.
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Our latest info deck can be downloaded when 
you click or tap on the first box: “Brand 

Names for China, Taiwan, & Hong Kong.”



I hope you enjoy reading our monthly updates.  
I appreciate any feedback you have.  

I like to improve and your feedback helps me do that. 

We craft exceptional Chinese names for brands  
that want to lead not only in America,  

but also in Greater China.
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